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Today’s Agenda
Here’s what we’ll cover:

1. What’s the “job” of a subject line?

2. Why do people open your emails?

3. 4 email types (+ how they affect subject lines)

4. The 2 biggest email subject line mistakes

5. Two ingredients to an effective subject line

6. Some example email subject lines that work



Hot take: Headlines and subject lines 
are the toughest type of copy



After all, why would stuff like this work?



What’s the “job” of the subject line?

1. Grab attention in the inbox

2. Narrow who you’re talking to

3. Sell directly

4. Announce information (even to non-openers)



What can a subject line include?

1. A benefit of what you offer

2. Pain points of the reader

3. Emotional words

4. Teaser phrases (“here’s,” “this,” “these”)

5. How-to, X ways, complete guide

6. Summary of the email



The most important job of a subject 
line is to get your emails opened



Other factors that affect email open rate

1. Email list!

2. Deliverability/Inbox placement

3. From name

4. Lifecycle stage

Pre-built automation recipe

https://www.activecampaign.com/marketplace/recipe/last-engaged-date


Why might people open your emails?

1. They’re expecting your email 

2. They trust and enjoy emails from you

3. Your subject line promises them something 

they want

4. Your subject line makes them so curious they 

have to click



How does the type of email affect your 
subject line?



1. Announcement/Special offer

“Tell the truth, but make the truth fascinating” — David 

Ogilvy

State the announcement as clearly as you can. List 

quality makes a huge difference.



2. Resource delivery

“What I am doing here is taking the reader by the 

hand and leading him exactly where I want him to go.” 

– Gary Halbert

Tell people exactly what to expect, and what they 

signed up for.



3. Reactive email

“Nobody reads ads. People read what 

interests them. Sometimes it’s an ad.” – 

Howard Gossage

People love getting info about themselves, 

or rewards for things they’ve done.



4. Newsletter, content, email blast, etc.



The biggest email subject line mistake 
is...



Summarizing benefits (no curiosity)

“We have become so accustomed to hearing everyone 

claim that his product is the best in the world, or the 

cheapest, that we take all such statements with a 

grain of salt.” – Robert Collier

What makes this promise believable?



The 2nd biggest email subject line 
mistake is...



Making everything a discount



Making everything a discount

“A big reason so many businesses compete on price is 

because they can’t prove what value they offer, so 

they’re stuck with the one selling point that’s a breeze 

to communicate: cheapness.” – Mish Slade

Why would I ever buy full price?



Two ingredients to an effective subject line

Relevance Curiosity

How does your subject line 
connect to what your reader 
wants, or something they’ve 
done?

How can your subject line 
tease your email content, 
without giving everything 
away?



The 5 ways to make people curious

You can use these as a checklist:

1. Questions

2. Unfinished stories

3. Unexpected

4. Imply you have info they don’t

5. Imply they have info they’ve forgotten



What makes ideas interesting?

“All interesting theories...constitute an attack on the 

taken-for-granted world of their audience”

To be unexpected — and interesting — challenge a 

“medium-strong” belief of your audience.



Add curiosity to your hooks

“How to earn half a million dollars a year”

“How can you earn half a million dollars a year?” 

...



Add curiosity to your hooks

“How to earn half a million dollars a year”

“How can you earn half a million dollars a year?” 

“Do you have the courage to earn half a million 
dollars a year?”



Add curiosity to your hooks



Headlines give you a good chunk of space



Headlines give you a good chunk of space



Headlines give you a good chunk of space



Subject lines are more limited — so 
you’ve gotta get creative



Examples of subject lines that work



Examples of subject lines that work



Examples of subject lines that work



Examples of subject lines that work



Free tool for you

https://www.activecampaign.com/free-marketing-tools/subject-line-generator

https://www.activecampaign.com/free-marketing-tools/subject-line-generator

